100 M I L E S FOR 100 Y E A R S

4b. Brill Figure of eight
8.8. miles or two separate walks of just over 4 miles each. https://my.viewranger.com/route/details/MTEzNDY0
This walk is comprised of a shorter version of walk 4a, followed by a loop East of Brill to explore Chinkwell Wood
and the Common.

After leaving the village and taking in the Windmill, turn and face South and take a track that branches right of
South Hill. In front of white building turn right onto a footpath across fields.
You are aiming to come out on a made up lane. If you keep a straight route you will emerge onto this lane at a
public footpath sign and turn right. This is one place where the path is easy to lose, though, so if you can see the
road but cannot get out onto it, bear left and you will find a track that meets it at Touchbridge Farm / Boarstall
Meats.
Where the road would take you right in front of this farm, instead go straight on, using well defined track down to
the tip of Boarstall Wood. Turn left here to follow paths, later more defined tracks, East across farmland to meet
up with the road taking you from Oakley to Brill.
From here you can follow the road all the way back to your start point, or branch off left to use footpaths into the
village. Either way once in Brill, to continue on the second loop, you will need to leave the Square on Church St.
Take ‘The Green’ and then ‘The Firs’. A track leads off this straight on to Chinkwell Woods. Follow the edge for a
bit and then turn left into the woods. One main track will take you to the northern tip of this area. Return to Brill
by turning left onto a path the skirts the top edge of the woods and takes you in a straight route to Temple St in
Brill.
Off The Lawns, a stile accesses footpaths onto The Walks, Brill Common and a return to your start point.
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